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FORMA
COLLECTION
The Australasian designed Forma
basins and toilet suites distinctly
encapsulate contemporary style
with a communion of curvature
and defined lines.
For over 75 years, we have seen and
experienced changes in technology, the
community and in our everyday way of
life. What hasn’t changed is Caroma’s
pioneering spirit and its drive to meet
these changes and exceed our consumers’
expectations.

“

“

With its refined design and practicality the
Forma collection delivers a contemporary and
stylish look that creates the perfect platform
for any bathroom renovation. Incorporating
patented Caroma Cleanflush® technology, the
Forma toilet range delivers increased hygiene
and superior flush performance.

Luke Di Michiel
Caroma Industrial Designer
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BASINS
Bestowing enduring character, the Forma basins match perfectly with
the Forma Cleanflush® toilet range.
Featuring a contemporary styled thin rim and slotted overflow the Forma basin has been
designed for the modern New Zealand home. Available in three variations each with a
number of tap hole options, matching a Forma basins to suit your bathroom configuration
and personal style has never been easier.

Forma Inset Basin

Forma Semi Recessed Basin

Forma Wall Basin

“Understated elegance with gentle curves
and a classic enduring design”

Forma Basin Shroud

Pictured: Forma Wall Basin with Shroud

Each of the Forma basins are available in zero or one tap hole options.
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TOILETS
Featuring the latest Cleanflush® rimless technology, the Forma toilet
suites have been engineered to combine style with uncompromising
flush performance.

Rimless bowl with
innovative flush &
flow technology

Forma Cleanflush® Back to Wall
Suite

“

Forma Cleanflush® Invisi Series II®
Back to Wall Suite

The unique rimless design and combination of effective
flush and flow technology within the bowl area makes
Cleanflush® a superior overall cleaning action and
performance, when compared to other rimless toilets.

Unique drop-zone
& bowl design
minimises cleaning

Designed and
tested with you
in mind

“

Dr Steve Cummings

Up to 50mm
of sideways
adjustment

Reece Product Quality Guarantee
Caroma Cleanflush® enjoys a 10 year product replacement warranty - domestic use only
For full warranty details visit www.reece.co.nz/warranties

Pictured: Forma Cleanflush®
Back to Wall Suite
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CAROMA CLEANFLUSH®
TOILET SUITES
Caroma Cleanflush® is our most effective and
hygienic toilet. It optimises a new rimless bowl,
along with innovative flush & flow technology
creating a cleaner clean every time.

FLOW SPLITTER
Precise flush stream
effectively clears the bowl

Hygienic rimless bowl
means no hidden nasties
and makes cleaning
quick and easy

FLOW CHANNELS
The rimless bowl removes the hiding places for germs and
Caroma’s latest flush and flow innovations give you a more
powerful whole bowl clean. So you spend less time cleaning
the toilet and more time with the family.

Inspired by an easier way to live the smooth exterior
surfaces and integrated Caroma Cleanflush® technology
provide a new quality of clean for your home.

Features:
• Caroma Cleanflush® technology for the ultimate flushing
performance and a more hygienic whole bowl clean
• Larger water surface area for improved cleansing
performance
• Easy clean soft close quick release seat
• Forma Back to Wall Suites are supplied with Caroma’s
patented Uni-Orbital® Connector, ensuring unparalleled
fit out flexibility, saving time and cost during installation
• WELS 4 star rated (4.5/3 litre) , superior performance
with uncompromised water efficiencies

Controlled water flow
eliminates splash back

FLOW BALANCER
Powerful flush for
whole bowl clean

364
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PRODUCT LINEUP
350
125

364

140 recommended range 60 – 200mm
with Uni-Orbital® connector supplied
(up to 50mm sideways adjustment)
Access plate
and buttons

Set Out

S Trap 60-200mm set out (140mm recommended)
Up to 50mm of sideways adjustment with Uni-Orbital® Connector P Trap
185mm

Codes

Codes

0TH - 9507999
1TH - 9508000
3TH - 9508001

Under Counter Installation

90
min

500

Finished wall

55 min.

Invisi II cistern
Invisi II cistern

812 - 982
Pan
foot level
Recommended 90mm range 60 - 120mm
with Uni-Orbital connector supplied
(up to 50mm sideways adjustment)

270

168

185

440

173

Pan
foot level

230

570
812 - 982

412 - 582

0TH - 9507993
1TH - 9507994
3TH - 9507995

110

55

Forma Semi Recessed Basin

185

210

105
pan outlet

Forma Cleanflush® Invisi Series II® Back to Wall Suite

WELS

4 star rated 4.5/3L

Dimensions

440mm high (pan height) x 350mm wide x 570mm projection

Code

Soft Close Quick Release Seat
ID, IC, IW, UC*: 2208175

Set Out

S Trap 60-120mm set out (90mm recommended)
Up to 50mm of sideways adjustment with Uni-Orbital® Connector P Trap
185mm

ID = Induct IC = Inceiling
IW= Inwall UC = Under Counter

168

60

862mm high (to top of cistern)x 364mm wide x 655mm projection

185

Dimensions

Forma Inset Basin

400

Soft Close Quick Release Seat
Back Entry: 2208174
Bottom Inlet: 2208173

168

185

440

Codes

440

4 star rated 4.5/3L

400
centre of inlet

400

400

862 approx.

862 approx.

WELS

185

407

788
Centre water back inlet connection

140 recommended range 60 – 200mm
with Uni-Orbital® connector supplied
(up to 50mm sideways adjustment)

®
Forma Cleanflush
Back to Wall Suite
240

350
width of pan

400

168

45

125

Inwall Installation

45

407

788
Centre water back inlet connection

655

240

Bottom inlet

350

Bottom inlet

500

500

167

500

Forma Wall Basin

Forma Basin Shroud

Codes

Code

0TH - 9507996
1TH - 9507997
3TH - 9507998

9507992
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Visit www.reece.co.nz for your nearest bathroom showroom.
Due to limitations in the printing process the colours in this brochure are a guide only. The manufacturer/distributor reserves the
right to vary specifications or delete models from their range without prior notification. The manufacturer/distributor takes no
responsibility for printing errors. Forma products enjoy a 10 year product replacement warranty and a one year parts and labour
warranty - domestic use only. See www.reece.co.nz/warranties for more information.

The more
stars the more
water efficient

WATER RATING

www.waterrating.gov.au

3.5

litres
average flush

4.5 L per full flush / 3 L per half flush
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